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Next-generation sequencing (NGS) of cancer genomes promises to revolutionise oncology, with the ability to design and use
targeted drugs, to predict outcome and response, and to classify tumours. It is continually becoming cheaper, faster and more
reliable, with the capability to identify rare yet clinically important somatic mutations. Technical challenges include sequencing
samples of low quality and/or quantity, reliable identification of structural and copy number variation, and assessment of
intratumour heterogeneity. Once these problems are overcome, the use of the data to guide clinical decision making is not
straightforward, and there is a risk of premature use of molecular changes to guide patient management in the absence of
supporting evidence. Paradoxically, NGS may simply move the bottleneck of personalised medicine from data acquisition to the
identification of reliable biomarkers. Standardised cancer NGS data collection on an international scale would be a significant step
towards optimising patient care.

Molecular diagnostics has a key role in medicine in diagnosing and
classifying diseases, and increasingly in tailoring treatments to
individuals. Examples of personalised cancer medicine have
emerged in recent years with the use of somatic mutations in
EGFR and BRAF to determine treatment response, predict survival
and direct the selection of patients for treatment with gefitinib and
vemurafenib, respectively (Mok et al, 2009; Chapman et al, 2011).
Until recently, small-scale methods such as classical (Sanger)
sequencing or pyrosequencing were used to identify mutations in
genes such as these. Anticipated developments in molecularly
targeted therapies mean that it may be necessary to sequence large
panels of genes in cancers to allow the best therapies to be chosen.
In addition, reliable DNA-based molecular markers of prognosis
are gradually being identified, and these can be used to modulate
treatment, adding further to the demand for large-scale DNA
sequencing.

In recent years, next-generation sequencing (NGS) has begun to
supplant other technologies. It can analyse entire human genomes
in days and can produce sequences at a sub-genomic level in a
clinically useful time frame. Progress in NGS has accelerated owing

to several factors. Advances in nanotechnology have improved
sequencing methods and this has been coupled with continued
developments in bioinformatics. Faster and cheaper generation of
data has been accompanied by increased accuracy to a level that
emulates 1G (first generation – Sanger) sequencing and sufficient
for clinical application.

To date, molecular diagnostics has largely used NGS to analyse
patients’ constitutional DNA – to test for disease susceptibility
mutations or drug toxicity variants – or to sequence pathogen
genomes. By comparison, large-scale sequencing of cancer
genomes requires another level of analytical complexity: the
variety of complex genetic aberrations found in cancers means
that it is not always possible to rely on standard human reference
sequences, genes may be present in multiple copies, chromosome-
scale (structural) changes are frequent, epigenomic changes are
common, and intratumour genetic heterogeneity is likely to be
present (Stratton et al, 2009). In short, accurate ascertainment of
biomarkers and actionable drug targets in cancer genomes remains
a considerable challenge. The objective of this review is to discuss
the principles underlying the DNA-based analysis of cancer
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genomes using NGS, to present the state of the art and to consider
critically how it could be used in clinical practice in the near future.

NGS PLATFORMS: TECHNICAL ASPECTS

The pioneering so-called 2G NGS platforms available at the time of
writing are based on sequencing, in parallel, vast numbers of
genome fragments sheared into lengths of approximately
35–400 bp. These fragments are clonally amplified by emulsion
polymerase chain reaction (emPCR; Life Technologies, Applied
Biosystems SOLiD, Carlsbad, CA, USA; Roche 454, Branford, CT,
USA), by immobilisation on a solid surface (Illumina, San Diego,
CA, USA) or by nanoball amplification (Complete Genomics,
Mountain View, CA, USA). In all cases, fluorescence emission
from a nucleotide added in a sequencing synthesis reaction, either
directly or by use of a probe, is captured to determine the genomic
sequence. The leading 2G platforms using this technology include
the Illumina genome analyser, which is currently the dominant
platform in the field, the Applied Biosystems SOLiD platform, the
Complete Genomics and the Roche Applied Science 454 genome
sequencer (Metzker, 2010). While based on similar concepts, the
particular features of each platform lead to specific characteristics
in terms of speed, length of sequenced fragments (reads) and
accuracy. In general, longer reads are desirable, especially where
mapping the location of a sequence is problematic and mutations
other than base substitutions are expected, but there appears to be
a trade-off between read length and factors such as cost and,
arguably, accuracy.

With Illumina sequencing technology, genomic DNA is sheared
to form fragments of 75–150 bp. Adapters are ligated to the
fragments and bind to the surface of a flow cell channel.
The fragments are then amplified using bridge amplification.
Following this, sequencing commences by adding four labelled
reversible terminating nucleotides, DNA polymerase and primers.
Upon addition of the terminating nucleotide, a fluorescent signal is
emitted that is captured and denotes the type of base incorporated
in the sequence. The sequencing cycle is repeated one base at a
time generating a series of images with each image representing a
single base in the priming sequence.

With the ABI SOLiD platform, DNA fragments are bound to
clonal bead populations. The fragments are attached to the beads
with a universal adaptor sequence. Emulsion polymerase chain
reaction occurs in microreactors and the products from the PCR,
which are attached to the beads, are bound to a glass slide. Primers
hybridise to the adaptor sequence and fluorescently labelled
di-base probes are added and compete to ligate to the priming
sequence. There is increased specificity with this method and
SOLiD produces a signal per one pair of bases, with read lengths of
up to 75 bp.

In the Roche 454 system, DNA fragments are attached to beads
and undergo bead immobilised clonal amplification. The beads are
exposed to the four DNA nucleotides sequentially with nucleotides
being incorporated when they complement the template strand.
The incorporation of nucleotide results in the emission of a light
signal, which is proportional to the number of nucleotides.
The Roche 454 has much longer reads (400 bp), but signal
intensity falls in stretches of identical consecutive bases.

Complete genomics are currently available only on a service basis
and uses an unusual technology to circularise DNA fragment within
a vector. This results in relatively short (B35 bp), gapped reads.

Newer NGS platforms (3G) utilise single molecule templates,
which do not require PCR amplification. The benefits of this are
two-fold. They require less starting material and sequencing a
single template is less error prone, since it avoids the introduction
of sequencing errors, which could otherwise occur through clonal

amplification from PCR. Lead developers in the single template
technology include Helicos BioSciences (Cambridge, MA, USA)
and Pacific BioSciences (Menlo Park, CA, USA). Such is the rate of
progress that 4G sequencers are on the horizon. An example is the
use of single molecule sequencing incorporating nanopore
technology (Venkatesan and Bashir, 2011). Oxford Nanopore
Technologies (Oxford, UK) has recently announced the intended
production of a USB-size portable DNA sequencer.

The main NGS platforms are also suitable for targeted genome-
wide (but not whole-genome) sequencing. Frequently, the targets
comprise the 1% of DNA that encodes mRNA (‘the exome’) and
enrichment for these sequences can be performed using oligonu-
cleotide-based capture methods of genomic DNA in solution.
Proprietary methods are available from companies such as Agilent
(Santa Clara, CA, USA) and Illumina provide standard exome
panel capture kits. Increasingly, other targeted capture panels are
being made available and custom panels can be designed by users.
However, in all cases, capture efficiency is inevitably variable across
the genome regions targeted (Parla et al, 2011) and, furthermore,
coverage of each targeted region needs to increase progressively
from zero on the outer boundaries to the expected depth, resulting
in a need for greater median depth (100X or more) compared with
whole-genome approaches. Whole-exome approaches currently
tend to be used in research screens where there is a focus on coding
variation. As sequencing costs fall, they may be supplanted by
whole-genome NGS.

The quantity of DNA required for whole-genome sequencing or
whole-exome sequencing varies dependent on the platform
provider. The limiting factor is the amount of DNA required to
produce an optimal library for sequencing. However, sequencing is
now routinely performed on 100 ng DNA or less, and single-cell
sequencing has been undertaken in several laboratories. Similarly,
the cost for sequencing varies greatly among platform providers
but whole-exome sequencing can typically be 10-fold less costly
than whole-genome sequencing.

The drive to produce increasingly compact, cost-effective and
time-efficient sequencing platforms has also resulted in products
that can be utilised more readily for targeted sequencing of genes
with easier sample preparation protocols, shorter run times and
simpler data analysis (Desai and Jere, 2012). Some distributors
have therefore developed a dual strategy to target the low-
throughput clinical and high-throughput research environments
(Illumina with MiSeq and HiSeq, respectively, and Roche with the
GS Junior and FLX systems). The sequencing machines designed
for immediate clinical applications are considerably cheaper.
They aim to have faster run times providing less data while
retaining similar qualities. The underlying sequencing technology
is based on principles similar to their parent machines, which were
originally designed for research purposes. The Miseq machine
developed by Illumina reportedly has a run time as short as 8 h
from the preparation of DNA to variant detection. In addition, it
has the ability to run numerous samples from different patients
simultaneously by tagging the samples with a barcode so that they
can be identified. The Roche GS junior has an instrument run time
of 10 h and has read lengths of 400 bp.

An innovative form of technology has been utilised by Life
Technologies to produce bench top sequencers aimed for direct
clinical applications. The platform uses semiconductors to
determine the genomic sequence. In brief, the release of hydrogen
ions on incorporation of a nucleotide into a DNA template has
been exploited to determine the sequence of a piece of DNA
(Rothberg et al, 2011). This method has the potential to enable
cheaper and more rapid sequencing protocols than those relying
on optical methods of detection. Life Sciences’ Ion Proton and Ion
PGM utilise this method. The Life Sciences platforms require
custom amplification of target sequences – typically tens of
hundreds – before sequencing and special panels (e.g., of cancer
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genes) have been designed for this purpose. Illumina have recently
also launched a custom amplification method (TSCA) that is
designed principally for the MiSeq platform. In all custom
amplification panels, special efforts must be made to equalise the
efficiency of amplicon production across the panel, and the costs
per base sequenced are generally higher than for capture methods.

In general, the choice of sequencer for clinical use will depend
on the best combination of cost, flexibility, error rates, throughput
and post-sequencing analysis programs for a given application.
A comprehensive technical review of the main NGS platforms is
given by Metzker (2010). In most cases where a sequencer is
dedicated to clinical testing, smaller-scale machines have proved
the most cost-effective and reliable.

PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS OF NGS DATA

Each fragment of DNA is sequenced multiple times. The fragments
can be sequenced from one end or from both ends matched to each
other (‘paired ends’). Longer fragments of several kb can also be
sequenced, often with the ends matched (‘mate pairs’). Paired-end
reads can be used to identify small-scale genomic rearrangements,
such as insertions and deletions, and they aid mapping of repetitive
regions of the genome. Mate pair libraries are constructed to aid de
novo assembly of genomes. Mate pair reads are typically
sufficiently far apart (45 kb) to provide a scaffold when
reconstructing genomes and are potentially useful for identifying
large structural variants.

The term ‘coverage’ (or ‘read depth’) is a reflection of how often
a specific region of the genome has been sequenced. As perfect
duplicate reads can contain errors arising from the amplification
process, only unique reads with slightly different lengths or start/
end points are analysed. After elimination of duplicate reads, most
technologies aim for a median coverage in constitutional DNA of
30-fold (30X) at 490% of bases. The requirement for this
sequencing depth is in order to allow proper mapping and
assembly, and to differentiate between errors and true variants.

The reads resulting from sequencing are usually mapped by
‘comparative assembly’ to a reference genome such as the latest
human whole-genome reference. This can be challenging, for
example, owing to the presence of repeated sequences within the
genome or large-scale polymorphisms. When selecting one of the
several NGS mapping programs, one has to consider several
factors. These include accuracy (proportion of reads mapped
correctly), sensitivity (the proportion of reads mapped to the
reference genome), time efficiency and the computing capacity
required (Bao et al, 2011). The size of the genome being sequenced
and the computing power available to the investigator will
influence the decision in selecting a software package.
The principles underlying mapping of reads to a reference genome
are based on either indexing the genome or the reads themselves.
Using such indexes, the genome can be mapped using computa-
tional algorithms. Two main approaches have been developed to
map the genome, one involving a hash table-based algorithm and
the other using a trie/Burrows–Wheeler transformation (Horner
et al, 2010). The Burrows–Wheeler method relies on successive
simple sorting transformations to better organise long strings of
characters. This results in a single, reversible, permutation to make
a complex string much easier to compress thanks to the colocation
of repetitive characters. In genomics, the four-letter alphabet and
the large number of repeats make this an ideal approach to handle
the very large number of reads with a prefix tree structure, or trie.
A key advantage of trie/Burrows–Wheeler algorithm-based soft-
ware programs is their relatively low memory requirement.

The information generated from sequencing is stored in the
form of a FASTQ file. This contains information regarding the

sequence in each read and the quality of each base. In the process
of mapping, a BAM file is created in which reads have been
assigned a position relative to the reference genome while retaining
information regarding unmapped reads. Examples of mapping
programs include BWA (Li and Durbin 2009a, 2010) and Stampy
(Lunter and Goodson, 2011). BWA utilises the Burrows–Wheeler
transformation and is composed of three different algorithms.
The choice of algorithm that should be utilised for a particular
project is dependent on the read length and sensitivity required.
Stampy utilises a hash-based algorithm to map Illumina reads to a
reference genome with high sensitivity.

Following the mapping of the reads to a reference genome,
putative mutations are identified by ‘variant calling’ programs.
Sometimes, particular callers work better with particular mappers.
Several statistical programs have been developed to call single
nucleotide variants (SNVs), mostly for primary use in identifying
germline variation in constitutional DNA. Commonly used
programs include SAMtools (Li et al, 2009b), GATK
(www.broadinstitute.org/gsa/wiki/index.php/Home_Page) and
Platypus (www.well.ox.ac.uk/platypus). Information regarding the
location of variant calls is generated in VCF files. Variant calls can
be visualised in the VCF files and original BAM files using a visual
tool display such as IGV (ThorvaldsdÓttir et al, 2013). ANNOVAR
is a software engine, which annotates and filters variant calls
(Wang et al, 2010). Using ANNOVAR variant call coordinates are
assigned to a gene and filtered with regards to their frequencies in
population databases to exclude germline non-pathogenic
variations. The filtering process is necessary when trying to
identify clinically relevant mutations.

Although there are several software programs available to map
the genome and call variants, there is a lack of consensus on which
tools are the best. The uncertainty underlying this stems from three
reasons. First, programs are continually evolving, so that the
existing programs rapidly become out-dated and therefore
comparisons are made between asynchronous versions. Second,
programs may be designed for selected sequencing platforms and
their specific characteristics, and may therefore lack the capacity to
process data from competing manufacturers; indeed, some
programs from commercial sequencing vendors are not made
freely available and the quality of analysis has to be taken ‘on trust’.
Third, many mappers and callers perform poorly for mutations
other than SNVs, and specialist programs are available to identify
relatively uncommon types of mutations. Finally, there are limited
data for direct comparisons of performances between the software
programs.

ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE INTERPRETATION OF
NGS DATA

Conventional Sanger sequencing is perhaps no longer the gold
standard for accurately sequencing small segments of genome. It is
probably more error-prone than NGS, yet is still used to validate
findings from NGS on the basis that the systematic errors
associated with NGS and Sanger sequencing are different.
Although NGS platforms have an apparently high accuracy, the
sheer quantity of data means that getting 0.01% of the human
genome wrong would correspond to 300 000 errors scattered along
the 3 billion base pairs. It is only by identifying systematic errors
for a fixed technology that one can avoid being overwhelmed by
false-positive calls. In conventional Sanger sequencing, the
accuracy of the call of each base in the sequence can be assessed
using Phred scores, which are probability-based confidence scores
(Ewing et al, 1998a; Ewing and Green, 1998b). Next-generation
sequencing platforms have devised their own quality metric of
‘Phred-like’ scores to determine the accuracy of calling bases in
the sequence. Notably, these quality scores relate to individual
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platforms, with difficulty in finding a consensus on how to
measure accuracy across platforms. Typically the error rate from
the pairs of base measured by SOLiD technology cannot be easily
compared with the intensity-based 454, although characterisation
of the matches and mismatches to some references does allow for
some comparison. Technical errors in NGS tend to occur towards
the ends of reads. Moreover, certain genomic features, such as
GC-rich regions are difficult to sequence with most chemistries,
while stretches of single base repeats are especially susceptible
to artefactual insertion–deletion events with the current 454
technology.

Incorrect mapping of reads to the reference genome can be a
further source of error. In theory, a random 30-bp read is of
sufficient length to form a unique combination of the four-letter
genetic code to map to a single location even in large genomes such
as the 3 billion base pair long human genome (Horner et al, 2010).
Despite using comparative assembly, a cohort of reads will remain
either unmappable or incorrectly mapped. Variant calling may also
fail, for example, if variant reads are mapped to a different location
from reference reads or simply discarded as ‘unmappable’.
Moreover, the thresholds used to call a variant vary from
program-to-program, and user-to-user in terms of the total read
depth required, consistency between sequencing reads on the two
DNA strands, and the proportion of mutant reads in the total
sequence required needed to assign a read as variant.

CANCER-SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS IN NGS AND DATA
ANALYSIS

Next-generation sequencing has been utilised to characterise
numerous cancers and large-scale projects such as The Cancer
Genome Atlas (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/) and International
Cancer Genome Consortium (http://icgc.org) now exist to
comprehensively profile hundreds of cancers of any type using
genome–exome sequencing, gene and protein expression profiling,
RNA sequencing, methylome analysis, and copy number assess-
ment. However, unlike most constitutional genomes, cancers are
biologically diverse, heterogeneous entities with complex genetic
alterations. Figure 1 summarises the process of analysing NGS data
from cancer genomes. Below, we detail some of the problems and
opportunities specific to cancer NGS.

Poor quality samples and limited DNA. The first consideration
in cancer NGS is that almost all excised tumour samples have some

degree of contamination from genetically normal tissue, although
this can be minimised by using microdissection if necessary.
However, many groups sequence cancers to higher median read
depth (e.g., B50X for whole genomes) than that used for
constitutional DNA. Lower depths of sequencing may be sufficient
for tumours with a highly pure, diploid genome, such as some
haematological malignancies. Close collaboration with histopathol-
ogists is necessary to ensure that the specimens are representative
of tumour and to assess the degree of contamination from
genetically normal tissue. Furthermore, many tumours take the
form of formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) material that
consists of fragmented or cross-linked DNA that may have been
further damaged over time (Gilbert et al, 2007). In addition, the
quantity of DNA available may be too low for capture techniques
generally used for exome sequencing. Hence, much of the NGS
data on FFPE tissue have been derived from sequencing targeted
amplicons (Kerick et al, 2011). Few successful genome or exome
sequences from FFPE cancers have been reported to date, although
we envisage improvements in this area.

Paired tumour–normal comparisons. In general, paired consti-
tutional DNA from the patient’s normal tissue (often blood) is
used to identify germline mutations, to differentiate between
germline and somatic variants, to make analysis simpler and to
provide some increase in error control. Following extraction of the
DNA, the tumour and the normal samples are processed in
parallel. As the use of normal comparators increases costs, some
groups have dispensed with this for the analysis of specific, well-
characterised variants that can be reliably detected and are highly
unlikely ever to be present in the germline; examples include
‘hotspot’ mutations in genes such as KRAS and BRAF. The best
source of constitutional DNA remains an issue. Many groups use
peripheral blood, and this is generally expected to be acceptable.
Matched normal tissue may be preferable if somatic mosaicism is a
possibility. Too few data exist to allow the potential benefits of
FFPE normal tissue alongside FFPE tumour to be assessed.
The bioinformatic assessment of paired tumour–normal samples
also continues to present a challenge. In brief, it may be necessary
to use different variant calling thresholds to take account of factors
that vary between the tumour and its paired normal sample,
including read depth and aneuploidy/polyploidy.

Intratumour clonal heterogeneity. In addition to the fact that
many regions of the cancer genome have a copy number that
deviates from two, NGS has highlighted the fact that cancers often
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Figure 1. Framework for cancer genome analysis using NGS.
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do not comprise a single dominant clone, but may have multiple
subclones at non-trivial frequencies that comprise part of the entire
tumour. It is not clear whether the subclones are important for
tumour growth, but they may contain clinically important changes,
such as mutations that confer resistance to chemotherapy.
Recently, Gerlinger et al (2012) used exome sequencing in renal
cancer to show the subclonal complexity and parallel evolution that
can occur even in different parts of a primary carcinoma.
This finding has significant clinical implications. For example, a
single biopsy may not be representative of the genetic composition
of the cancer, leading to inappropriate choice of treatment; and if a
rare subclone exists, what is its importance for therapy?
Intratumour heterogeneity is a formidable challenge that must be
addressed in the development of personalised medicine and
biomarker development.

Other cancer-specific factors. Many cancer genomes are highly
rearranged, with multiple, large-scale mutations such as transloca-
tions, inversions, fusions and copy number changes. These factors
make NGS analysis of tumours even more difficult. Some solutions
are discussed further in the section below. Numerous other cancer-
specific factors must be considered when undertaking NGS of all
but the simplest, most-specific mutations. These include the
presence of mutational signatures – including specific genetic
defects in DNA repair and environmental exposures – that are
often associated with a high background level of mutations. Non-
human genomes sequences may also be present in tumour, for
example, from oncogenic viruses or infections.

WORKING TOWARDS CANCER-SPECIFIC NGS
SOLUTIONS

Most bioinformatic tools for processing NGS have been designed
for ‘normal’ genomes and the assumptions behind their application
are commonly invalid in tumour samples for the reasons outlined
in the previous section. However, there is often no warning of these
limitations when such tools are misused and an output, however
inaccurate, is often generated, so any assembly resulting for such
non-cancer tools should be taken with caution. Analysis of cancer
genomes therefore requires close collaboration between clinicians
and bioinformaticians to optimally process data elicited from NGS
to ensure that the data generated is clinically applicable.

More recently, cancer-specific tools have been developed to
process NGS data (Table 1). Variant calling programs have been
developed to call tumour and normal samples simultaneously so
that only reads that are present in both files with a minimum
coverage are called. Cancer-specific callers include JointSNVMix,
Somatic Sniper, MuTect and Varscan2 (Koboldt et al, 2012; Larson
et al, 2012; Roth et al, 2012; Cibulskis et al, 2013), were developed
to identify somatic mutations from tumour-normal pairs. Varscan
2 has the ability to directly identify somatic indels and copy
number variants (CNVs).

The identification of indel mutations of even a few base pairs is
potentially very challenging, although this is often primarily a
mapping rather than calling problem. Furthermore, larger indels of
tens to thousands of bases, which are common in cancers, are
unlikely to be encompassed in a single read and need special
methods for their identification. One solution is the use of paired-
end reads in sequencing. Here, a paired set of reads a known
distance apart are sequenced and if the separation of the reads
differs from that expected, an insertion or deletion may be the
cause. This technique may also identify fusion genes, inversions
and translocations. Several programs (e.g., BreakDancer, Dindel
and Pindel) are available to identify indels (Chen et al, 2009;
Ye et al, 2009; Albers et al, 2011). Their sensitivity and specificity
are probably suboptimal, with quite different outputs from

different programs and very high level of false-positive calls.
One approach is to use several software programs to identify potential
genetic aberrations and to validate these using other methods.

The roles of copy number variant CNVs and loss of
heterozygosity in tumourigenesis are well established, for example,
in the form of oncogene amplification. At present, there is a need
for reliable tools to identify CNVs in cancer NGS data, although
rapid developments in this field are anticipated. Two types of
approaches can be taken and a combination of these may provide
improved accuracy and allow a wide range of CNV sizes to be
covered. First, CNVs can be regarded as very large indels of up to
several megabases. This shows how difficult their identification can
be, as they are beyond the reach of paired-end reads.
Three methods are following this concept by either looking at
recurrent splits within single reads, misalignment of paired reads
or overall difficulty in mapping at a given location. Software such
as Genome STRiP (Handsaker et al, 2011) extends the indel
approach of paired reads and recurrent breakpoints to attempt to
identify larger events, but these currently suffer from poor
specificity and its focus is on common deletions across popula-
tions, with only limited applicability to cancer. The second
approach is to use the number of reads at any site as an indicator
of copy number. Analogous methods have already been developed
for SNP array technology. OncoSNP, for example, uses a Bayes
Hidden Markov Model and relies on allele-specific signal intensity
(equivalent to read number) at polymorphic sites in comparison
with other regions of the tumour genome and with the paired
normal genome (Yau et al, 2010). It characterises copy number,
loss of heterozygosity, intratumour heterogeneity and the degree of
contamination by normal cells. Extension of such methods to NGS
data is successfully under way, although exact performance is
naturally uncertain at this point.

The discovery that some cancer chromosomes appear to have
been smashed up and put back together (chromothrypsis)
highlights just how complex their genomes can be. In some cases,
therefore, de novo genome assembly may be required to fully
identify the somatic mutation complement of any cancer.
Programs such as SOAPdenovo2 (Luo et al, 2012) and ABySS
(Birol et al, 2009) can be used here, especially if a genome scaffold
is available from mate pair sequencing libraries. Eventually, such
analysis may become routine, but we envisage that it will be
confined to specialist research areas, rather than clinical practice,
for the near future.

WHAT SORTS OF RESULTS ARE FOUND FROM CANCER
SEQUENCING SCREENS?

Although some cancer genomes probably contain over a million
mutations at sufficient frequency to be identified by standard NGS
methods, most have tens of thousands of base substitution and
small indel mutations. The Cancer Genome Atlas Network
(TCGAN) is actively characterising the genomic and epigenomic
mutation spectrum in a variety of cancers. Although work in this
field is ongoing we have some insight to what has been discovered
from preliminary findings. Characterisation of squamous cell lung
carcinomas, demonstrated that putative driver pathways involved
in the initiation or progression of tumour development appear to
have roles in oxidative stress and squamous differentiation
(The Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2012a). Squamous
cell lung cancer appears to share many alterations that are in common
with head and neck carcinomas without evidence of human
papilloma virus infection involving genes such as TP53, CDKN2A,
NOTCH1 and HRAS. This may suggest that the biology of the
two diseases may be similar. Analysis of the genomic profile
from exome sequencing in colorectal cancer demonstrated
variations in the frequency of mutations in colorectal tumours
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(The Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2012b). Hypermuta-
tion was associated with either POLE mutations or high levels of
microsatellite instability because of hypermethylation and MLH1
silencing or somatic mutations in mismatch repair genes.
A comprehensive analysis of breast tumours (The Cancer Genome

Atlas Research Network, 2012c) demonstrated the existence of four
main breast cancer classes defined by differing genomic and
epigenetic abnormalities. Heterogeneity exists among breast
cancers with only three genes prevalent at 410%, namely TP53,
PIK3CA and GATA3 across all breast cancers. The mutation

Table 1. Demonstrating the key software programs that could be used on NGS data on cancer genomes

Mapping software programs

BWA Burrows–Wheeler alignment tool. Consists of three algorithms.
BWA-backtrack, BWA-SW and BWA-MEM. BWA-backtrack is designed for Illumina reads of up to
100 bp. The other two algorithms are designed for longer sequences ranging from 70bp to 1Mbp.

http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/
Li and Durbin (2009a)
Li and Durbin (2010)

Eland Eland is a commercially based software program designed by Illumina to map Illumina reads to a
reference genome as part of their genome analysis pipeline.

http://www.illumina.com

MAQ Maps short reads to a reference genome. Historically useful in work in cancer genomes designed
originally for Illumina and SOLiD platforms but is becoming outdated because of speed and accuracy
by newer software programs. Produces ungapped alignment of reads.

http://maq.sourceforge.net/
Li et al (2008)

Stampy Maps short reads to a reference genome using Illumina reads. Particularly useful for sequences, which
are divergent to the reference genome, containing insertions and deletions. Can be used in
combination with BWA.

http://www.well.ox.ac.uk/project-stampy
Lunter and Goodson (2011)

Variant callers

GATK Structured software library that has programs to analyse NGS data. Can be used for variant calling
and identification of indels.

http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsa/wiki/
index.php/Home_Page
Developers-Broad Institute

JointSNVMix Analyses tumour and normal genome pairs simultaneously so that germline and somatic mutations
can be distinguished.

http://code.google.com/p/joint-snv-mix/
Roth et al (2012)

MuTect A variant caller to identify somatic point mutations from tumour normal paired sequencing data.
Reportedly low false-positive rate. The program can determine from the depth of coverage in tumour
and normal whether there is sufficient sensitivity to call a somatic mutation.

http://www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/
cga/mutect
Cibulskis et al (2013)

Samtools This is a software program that can align and manipulate NGS data, which is stored in the SAM
format, a generic format for storing large nucleotide sequence data. It is not specific to cancer
genomes but can be used to identify variant calls in the tumour distinct from the reference and can
also be used to identify short range indels.

http://samtools.sourceforge.net/
Li et al (2009b)

Somatic
Sniper

The program compares tumour and normal data to produce a Phred-based probability score to
determine the likelihood of the tumour and normal genotypes being different.

http://gmt.genome.wustl.edu/
somatic-sniper/current/
Larson et al (2012)

Varscan2 Can be used to identify somatic and germline variants and LOH events in tumour normal pairs. Has
been used to identify CNVs in tumour normal exome data. It is a platform independent tool working
on data with most NGS platforms including Ion Torrent.

http://varscan.sourceforge.net/
Koboldt et al (2012)

Indel and structural variant callers

BreakDancer BreakDancer Max – can identify structural variants using paired-end sequencing reads by noting
paired-end reads, which are mapped at unexpected distances or are incorrectly orientated. Detects
large insertions, deletions, inversions, inter/intra chromosomal translocations.
BreakDancer Mini – used to detect small indels 10–100bp, which are not routinely identified by
BreakDancer Max.

http://breakdancer.sourceforge.net
Chen et al (2009)

Dindel This can identify small indels in NGS data. However, it can only be used with Illumina sequence data.
With deeper coverage the number of false positives can be reduced by filtering the data to ensure
that each indel is present more than twice.

http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/
software/dindel/
Albers et al (2011)

Genome
STRiP

Designed to detect structural variations shared by multiple individuals. Needs 20–30 genomes to
achieve satisfactory results. Its current use is limited to uncovering and genotyping deletions relative
to a reference sequence.

http://www.broadinstitute.org/software/
genomestrip/genome-strip
Handsaker et al (2011)

Pindel Can be used to identify simple deletions and insertions. Uses paired-end reads to identify large
breakpoints and medium size insertions. Can detect inversions and tandem duplications. It uses BAM
files generated from Illumina read data.

https://trac.nbic.nl/pindel/
Ye et al (2009)

CNV analysis

CNAseg Uses NGS data to estimate copy number states using the depth of coverage and variability in
coverage in the cancer and normal to try and control false-positive rate.

Ivakhno et al (2010)

SegSeq Uses NGS data to detect CNVs of a given size using tumour- normal pairs and can be used to map
breakpoints.

Chiang et al (2009)

Abbreviations: BWA¼Burrows Wheeler Aligner; BWA-SW¼Burrows Wheeler Aligner’s Smith-Waterman Alignment; CNV¼ copy number variant; LOH¼ loss of heterozygosity;
MAQ¼mapping and assembly with quality; NGS¼next-generation sequencing; SAM¼ sequence alignment/map.
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spectrum in basal-like breast cancers exhibited similarities with
patients with serous ovarian carcinomas with TP53, RB1 and
BRCA1 mutations and MYC amplification. This suggests a shared
driving mechanism for tumour development and suggests that
common therapeutics strategies could be considered.

THE APPLICATION OF NGS IN CANCER MOLECULAR
DIAGNOSTICS

We have shown that many difficulties exist in the analysis of cancer
NGS data, but NGS still promises to provide a more accurate
picture of cancer as a somatic genetic disease than any other
method used to date. The application of NGS in clinical and service
laboratory practice is in its early stages, and the best way for this to
proceed is unclear. One view is that the technology has such
potential that its eventual introduction on a large scale is inevitable –
whole-genome NGS should be introduced as soon as possible
and we can wait for the number of useful tests to catch up with the
technology. The opposing view is that we still have very few
clinically useful tests available for any cancer type, and that
focussed NGS should be introduced, and then only where there is
clear superiority to other methods. As described above, NGS
systems exist to cover both of these possibilities. At present, most
diagnostic cancer NGS is of a targeted type, for example, covering
the exomes of a few hundred genes. It is likely that the immediate
application of NGS in the health-care service will focus on a
targeted approach. The reducing sequencing costs and the capacity
to sequence targeted genes in multiple patients concurrently will
increase access to genetic testing and facilitate the development of
personalised medicine. Table 2 demonstrates some of the potential
clinical and research applications of NGS.

Familial genetic testing of cancers will benefit from NGS.
Constraints from expenses and available resources associated with
genetic testing from traditional sequencing limits the number of
patients that are currently tested. Patients often have to meet
stringent criteria based on their personal and family history before
they are deemed eligible candidates for genetic testing. Numerous
examples of familial genetic cancers exist, including BRCA1 and
BRCA2 mutations in breast and ovarian cancer patients and APC
in colorectal cancer. Møller et al (2007) reported that family

history criteria detect o50% of the BRCA mutation carriers.
Characterisation of the BRCA mutation in a cost-effective method
could ensure that a larger number of patients are eligible for trials
with poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitors.

In the era of personalised medicine, the use of targeted screening
of selected genes will act as an invaluable tool to recruit patients to
clinical studies. It is foreseeable that NGS technology will be used
to recruit patients into clinical trials using molecularly targeted
drugs. A high throughput of patients could undergo genetic testing
to assess their eligibility to enrol in clinical trials within a clinically
viable timeframe. For example, patients can be screened readily for
KRAS and V600E mutations to assess their eligibility to be treated
with cetuximab or vermurafenib. Applying NGS to screen patients
in such a way could increase the number of potential eligible
candidates. Lipson et al (2012) used targeted sequencing in
colorectal and non-small cell cancer. They identified genomic
alterations with a potential clinical therapeutic option in 52.5%
(n¼ 40) colorectal cancer and 71% (n¼ 24) non-small cell lung
cancer patients. Moreover, they uncovered two new fusion genes,
C2orf44-ALK in colorectal cancer and KIF5B-RET in lung
adenocarcinoma. The identification of the C2orf44-ALK in color-
ectal cancer suggests that there may be an unrecognised group of
individuals in colorectal cancer that could potentially be challenged
with ALK inhibitors. Importantly, the authors report that it is
unlikely that this fusion gene would have been detected by current
laboratory service techniques such as immunohistochemistry and
reverse transcription PCR. Equally important is the issue of
whether potentially toxic drugs should be used in a somewhat
speculative way based on NGS data.

Next-generation sequencing is likely to have role in evaluating
the resistance mechanisms that are developing in the evolving
tumour. The clinical response from patients exposed to treatment
is often be overcome by resistance to therapy. One example of this
is the identification of the T790M mutation in the EGFR gene in
lung adenocarcinomas (Yun et al, 2008). Patients with this
mutation develop a resistance to EGFR inhibitors. Using NGS
one potentially identifies genes that are putative candidates for a
resistance mechanism. Identification of a resistance pathway could
result in patients being treated with multiple drugs to concurrently
block multiple pathways. Escalating this strategy one could
potentially use NGS in patients who have exhausted all treatment

Table 2. Clinical and research applications of NGS

Applications of NGS in cancer diagnostics

Disease classification NGS will increase accessibility for genetic testing. A larger
number of patients can undergo genetic testing for familial
cancer syndromes.
In future, NGS could be used for ‘molecular Staging of tumours’
to improve classification by relating this to the behaviour of the
tumour with regards to aggressiveness and propensity to
metastasise. This may have therapeutic implications.

Current cost and labour constraints limit the number of
patients who are eligible for genetic testing as they selected
on stringent criteria based on personal and family history.
However, this approach may miss a sizeable number of
patients who are carriers of the mutation (Møller et al, 2007).

Therapeutic options NGS will facilitate the development of targeted therapy and
personalised medicine.
It could be used potentially to try and detect relapse and
monitoring residual disease burden by undertaking deep
sequencing of blood to try and detect circulating tumour cells.

McBride et al (2010) demonstrated a proof-of-principle
experiment using NGS to detect relapse and monitor disease
burden.

Potential research interests Uncovering of driver mutations.
Profiling genomic instability.
Characterising tumour evolution.
Epigenetics analysis of cancer genomes.
Discovery of targets for therapy.

Abbreviation: NGS¼ next-generation sequencing.
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options to identify putative genes that could serve as druggable
targets. However, treating such patients would be controversial and
would require a sufficient number of patients in the context of a
clinical trial to generate meaningful results.

A potential future application of NGS involves using this
technology to develop a sensitive assay to detect early relapse of
disease or as a measure of residual disease burden. Primary cancers
with/without metastases can be sequenced to identify specific
mutations, including rearrangements, which can subsequently be
measured in circulating tumour cells or plasma DNA using
targeted NGS or other assays. At least some such mutations should
be present monoclonally throughout the primary cancer, so as to
avoid situations in which the relapsing tumour originates from a
subclone without the mutation. Alternatively, if there is concern
that some metastases have lost these mutations or that new, critical
mutations (such as those that cause chemotherapy resistance) have
arisen, genome-wide NGS can be performed serially on DNA in
the blood. It is expected that these methods will enable response to
treatment and impending relapse to be predicted. McBride et al
(2010) provided one of the early examples of using NGS in this way
for patients with breast cancer and osteosarcoma. Advances in this
field will require stringent validation in the clinical setting and
most likely, assessment through clinical trials.

DISCUSSION

Next-generation sequencing is providing researchers with an
unprecedented opportunity to uncover the underlying genetic
pathways driving cancer. The technology and analytical methods
are continually improving in step with one another, although the
main issues in the research setting are currently (i) the calling of
variants at o50% frequency in the cancer genome and (ii) the
sensitive and specific identification of structural and copy number
variants. The short-term challenges for NGS in the cancer
diagnostic setting are based on the use of focussed sequencing: to
reduce costs; to improve technical simplicity and reliability; to
enable sequencing of samples with poor-quality or severely limited
DNA; and to develop semi-automated, integrated and reliable
analysis software that does not require input from an experienced
bioinformatician. We envisage that these challenges will be
overcome over a period of a few years. Increasingly, focussed
cancer NGS will be replaced by larger-scale analyses in the clinical
setting. However, it may be some years before these larger-scale
analyses are adopted.

In general, for cancer sequencing, it can be argued that error
rates higher than those for germline analysis can be tolerated,
because, for example, optimal choice of chemotherapy is poorly
predicted by conventional methods such as histology. However,
difficulties will also be raised, such as the measurement and clinical
utility of mutations that are heterogeneous within the tumour.
Research studies must be performed to assess the relevance of a
priori important mutations that exist within a minor tumour
subclone. Moreover, it can be argued that NGS has the major effect
of shifting the bottleneck from tumour analysis to the discovery of
useful molecular markers. Although NGS will not identify
biomarkers and drug targets directly, it will identify mutations
that will guide the development of biomarkers and drug targets. In
addition, therapeutic dilemmas will occur increasingly often.
Suppose that a cancer is analysed by NGS – either genome-wide
or for a large gene panel – and an incidental mutation is found in a
gene; suppose further that the gene is rarely mutated in that cancer
type and has no known role as a driver mutation, yet a targeted
agent against that mutation exists, but for which no known role
exists in that cancer type. Should the patient receive that agent?
Globally, this scenario might occur many times, but there is no

easy way of assessing whether the therapy has been useful.
We suggest that there is a need for obligatory reporting of
targetable, uncommon mutations in specific cancer types and
linking to patient data, including response and outcome. As is true
for much personalised medicine, while apparently solving many
problems, NGS in clinical practice may in fact solve a few problems
and provide many opportunities, yet create a need for complex
research projects if its full potential is to be fulfilled.
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